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Aim: The regeneration of small periodontal defects has been considered an important
divide and challenging issue for dental practitioners. The aim of this preliminary in vitro
study was to analyze the effects of polycaprolactone (PCL) nanoﬁbers enriched with
hyaluronic acid and vitamin E vs. nude nanoﬁbers on gingival ﬁbroblasts activity, an
innovative graft for periodontal soft tissue regeneration purposes.
Methods: Nanoﬁbers were produced in PCL (NF) or PCL enriched with hyaluronic acid
and vitamin E (NFE) by electrospinning technique. NF and NFE were stereologically and
morphologically characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM), and composition
was analyzed by infrared spectroscopy. Human ﬁbroblasts were obtained from one
gingival tissue fragment (HGF) and then seeded on NF, NFE, and plastic (CT). Cell
adhesion and morphology were evaluated using SEM at 24 h and cell viability after 24,
48, and 72 h by alamarBlue® assay. Gene expression for COL-I, LH2b, TIMP-1, PAX, and
VNC was analyzed by real-time RT-PCR in samples run in triplicate and GAPDH was used
as housekeeping gene. Slot blot analysis was performed and immunoreactive bands were
revealed for MMP-1 and COL-I. YAP and p-YAP were analyzed by Western blot and
membranes were reprobed by α-tubulin. Statistical analysis was performed.
Results: IR spectrum revealed the presence of PCL in NF and PCL and vitamin E and
hyaluronic acid in NFE. At 24 h, HGF adhered on NF and NFE conserving ﬁbroblast like
morphology. At 72 h from seeding, statistically signiﬁcant differences were found in
proliferation of HGF cultured on NF compared to NFE. Expression of genes (LH2b,
TIMP-1, and MMP-1) and proteins (COL-I) related to collagen turnover revealed a
reduction of COL-1 secretion in cells cultured on NF and NFE compared to CT;
however, NFE stimulated cross-linked collagen deposition. Mechanosensor genes
(PAX, VNC, and YAP) were upregulated in HGF on NF while they were decreased in
cells grown on NFE.
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Conclusion: Preliminary data suggest that PCL-enriched nanoﬁbers could represent a
support to induce HGF proliferation, adhesion, collagen cross-linking, and to reduce
collagen degradation, therefore favoring collagen deposition in gingival connective tissue.
Keywords: polycaprolactone, hyaluronic acid, vitamin E, nanoﬁbers, oral soft tissues regeneration, gingival
ﬁbroblasts, collagen turnover

INTRODUCTION

Further with the presence of HA, it aimed to mechanically
stabilize the scaffold (Chanda et al., 2018). Kalantary et al.,
(2020) charged PCL/gelatin nanoﬁbers with vitamin E to
produce a device able to protect skin from ROS (reactive
oxygen species) released after occupational skin exposure
(Kalantary et al., 2020). The authors demonstrated that
nanoﬁbers containing vitamin E showed a higher viability
compared to PCL/gelatin ones and signiﬁcantly assisted
human skin cells against tert-Butyl hydroperoxide (t-BHP)induced oxidative stress (Kalantary et al., 2020). Although PCL
nanoﬁbers were previously studied, the behavior of gingival
ﬁbroblasts in contact with PCL nanoﬁbers enriched with
vitamins for tissue regeneration and wound healing has not
yet been largely investigated.
Hyaluronic acid is a natural glycosaminoglycan, an essential
molecule of the connective tissue of the oral mucosa and the skin,
which plays a pivotal role in numerous processes such as wound
healing (Alexander et al., 1980). HA is a well-known natural
hydrogel. In fact, it is able to maintain ECM resilience and tissue
hydration, to create temporary structure for deposition of ECM
proteins, to trigger cell adhesion, proliferation, and migration. It
was demonstrated that HA regulates vascular endothelial cell
function (Mesa et al., 2002; Tammi et al., 2002; Litwiniuk et al.,
2016; Canciani et al., 2021) giving beneﬁcial effect when used in
the treatment of diabetic wound ulcers (Chen et al., 1999; Voigt
et al., 2012). HA is biocompatible, biodegradable, bacteriostatic,
antioxidant, anti-edematous, and ﬁnally anti-inﬂammatory
(Fraser et al., 1997; Pirnazar et al., 1999; Campo et al., 2012).
HA is used in various ﬁelds of medicine and also in dentistry
(Robert et al., 2015; Eliezer et al., 2019); a systematic review and
meta-analyses reported that seems to favor periodontal healing
after surgical procedures (Bertl et al., 2015).
Vitamin E is known to have a key role in the prevention of many
pathogens thanks to its anti-inﬂammatory effects (Konieczka et al.,
2019). It is therefore a pivotal nutrient in dermatological
application (Thiele et al., 2005) because it seems to affect
collagen turnover to improve wound healing (Hobson, 2016).
The aim of this preliminary in vitro study was to analyze the effects
of PCL nanoﬁbers enriched with HA and vitamin E (NFE) vs PCL
nanoﬁbers alone (NF) on the gingival ﬁbroblast activity assessing
morphology, viability, collagen turnover, and mechanosensing.

Patients’ aesthetic expectation and awareness about oral health
have considerably increased in last years. The regeneration of small
periodontal defects has been considered an important and
challenging issue for dental practitioners (Hatayama et al., 2017;
Rasperini et al., 2020). Periodontal plastic surgery is the gold
standard for correcting the morphology of gingival defects.
However, surgical interventions have shown to be unpredictable
for long-term stability of the sites (Hägi et al., 2014).
Recently, numerous technologies and materials have been
developed in order to promote periodontal soft tissue
regeneration by means of three-dimensional (3D) supports
that stimulate the biological process of the connective tissues
(Botelho et al., 2017).
An ideal scaffold for connective tissue engineering, to
stimulate cellular biological processes, should have several
features: support cell growth by 3D topography mimicking
extracellular matrix (ECM), have a high surface-to-volume
ratio, have the presence of many interconnected pores for
blood vessels passage, and have the possibility to be
functionalized or to be composed by several materials.
Synthetic polymers, such as polycaprolactone (PCL), are
largely used in several ﬁelds of regenerative medicine,
including dentistry, to create bio-printed scaffolds for
periodontal osseous defect treatment (Rasperini et al., 2015)
and to produce nanoﬁbers to stimulate human dental
pulp–derived stem cells activity (Mohandesnezhad et al.,
2020). Furthermore, PCL allows to produce miscible polyblend
with natural polymers (Gunn et al., 2010) and substances.
Polyblend nanoﬁbers represent an innovative biomimetic
synthesized material in nanoscale with great potential to create
3D scaffolds for their physical, chemical, and morphological
features. During the healing process and tissue regeneration,
nanoﬁbers provide mechanical support and structural
guidance for cellular growth, exploiting properties of the
native tissue and releasing chemical cues (Gunn et al., 2010;
Amler et al., 2014). Thus, numerous are the advantages to design
polyblend nanoﬁbers. On one side, polyblending would allow to
control physicochemical features such as morphology,
wettability, formulation, mechanical strength, (Carter et al.,
2016); on the other side, polyblending would allow to
stimulate biological activity of cells, favoring cell attachment,
proliferation, and differentiation (Beznoska et al., 2019).
In the literature, miscible polyblend PCL based have been
recently tested to improve wound healing (Amler et al., 2014).
Chanda et al., (2018) studied an electrospinned scaffold
consisting of chitosan, PCL, and hyaluronic acid (HA) to
enhance proliferation, growth, and migration of Vero cell.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nanoﬁbers Production and
Characterization
Nanoﬁbers tested in the experiment were produced in PCL or
PCL enriched with HA and vitamin E.
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NF was obtained from a solution of 14% (w/v) of PCL, with a
molecular weight (MWPCL) of 45,000 Dalton (Sigma-Aldrich,
MO, United States) dissolved in chloroform:ethanol (8:2)
(Plencner et al., 2014). NFE were obtained as described
above but adding to the solution of hyaluronic acid (HA) at
0.002% (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, United States) and vitamin E at
0.0014% (α-Tocopherol; Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The
concentration of the enriching agents (HA and vitamin E)
was chosen in accordance with our previous work (Canciani
et al., 2021), also taking into account that higher concentrations
of HA and vitamin E could cause structural defects in 3D
nanoﬁber’s structure. This emulsion was prepared and
preserved from light due to the photosensitivity of the
vitamin. Electrospinning was performed using a Nanospider
TM device (Elmarco, Czech Republic) (Amler et al., 2014). A
high-voltage source generated voltage of up to 56 kV, and the
polymer solutions were connected to the high-voltage electrode.
The electrospun nanoﬁbers were deposited on a grounded
collector electrode. The distance between the tip of the
syringe needle and the collecting plate was 12 cm. For both
NF and NFE, one sheet of 50 × 50 cm was produced. All
electrospinning processes were performed at room
temperature (RT; ∼24°C) and a relative humidity of ∼50%.
Characterization of NF and NFE samples was performed by
means of attenuated total reﬂection Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). The ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded
at T  298 K, under nitrogen atmosphere, in a 550–4,000 cm−1
wavelength range using an Agilent Cary 640-IR infrared
spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
United States) equipped with a single bounce ZnSe ATR
accessory. All the spectra were collected in triplicate.
Mechanical properties of ﬁve 0.5 × 2 cm2 pieces obtained from
the produced sheets were preconditioned in PBS for 10 min, and
these wet pieces were evaluated by a dynamic mechanical
analyzer (DMA) (TA, Q800). The DMA strain rate was
0.02 min−1; tensile test was performed with a preload of 1 mN
at room temperature.
Biodegradability test was performed by a stereomicroscope
(SZX Olympus instruments), leaving nanoﬁbers for 28 days in a
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution.
Morphological analysis was effectuated by scanning electron
microscope (SEM) (Tescan Vega 3, Brno, Czech Republic) to
verify the nanoﬁber’s diameter and largest pore size by means of
image analysis software (Vega3 SB, Tescan a.s). For both NF and
NFE, three random 0.8 × 0.8 cm2 pieces of the produced sheets
were selected and three 80 × 80 μm2 areas were analyzed on each
piece. For each area, 5 measurements of largest pores and
nanoﬁber’s diameter were executed. Nanoﬁber’s diameter
distribution was obtained and the largest pore range was
computed.

the impacted tooth in a female patient, 35 years old, and after
the extraction, the ﬂaps were sutured (Vycril 3/0). The patient was
free from periodontal diseases, did not use hormonal
contraceptives or hormonal replacement medications, and
signed a consent form to participate in the experiment. The
study was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of
the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki and the
local Ethics Committee of Università degli Studi di Milano, Milan
(29/18 of the 28 June 2018). Exceeded soft tissue biopsy was
collected to obtain HGF.
Bioptical fragment was washed with sterile PBS and
incubated in a solution of DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modiﬁed
Eagle Medium) and collagenase I 4 mg/ml (Millipore,
United States). Cell suspension was ﬁltered and plated in a
T25 ﬂask. Cells were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidiﬁed
incubator in a DMEM containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (GIBCO), supplemented by 100 U/mL
penicillin (Invitrogen), 100 μg/mL streptomycin (GIBCO),
2.5 μg/mL amphoterycin B (Sigma), and adding ascorbic acid
(200 µM) (Francetti et al., 2019).
For the analysis, cells were seeded on a plastic or on
nanoﬁbers in 6- or 24-well multi-well plates at the
concentration of 1.5 × 104. HGF were used between the
fourth and the ﬁfth passage, approximately at 80%
conﬂuence, and molecular evaluations were performed in
samples cultured for 72 h on NF, NFE. or on plastic (CT).
Primary HGF were tested for viability and adhesion.
Furthermore, genes and proteins expression related to
collagen turnover and mechanotransduction pathways were
also evaluated. Two replicate experiments for both NF and
NFE were performed. In each experiment, a technical
triplicate was applied and conducted at 37°C in a 5% CO2
humidiﬁed incubator.

Viability Test by alamarBlue
To test cell viability, 7 × 103 cells were seeded on NF and NFE in
24-well multi-well plates. Cell viability was tested at 3 different
time points (24, 48, and 72 h from seeding) using alamarBlue®
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc), a test that allows to determine a
proliferation curve related to the metabolic cellular ability.
The color changing of the culture medium reveals an active
cellular metabolism, and it was monitored and read by a
spectrophotometer (Glo Max Discover, Promega Corporation,
United States). For each group, a proliferation curve was created,
and the % of cells proliferation was calculated in relation to CT
proliferation, inserting the values in an algorithm, as described by
the manufacturer’s protocol.

Cell Adhesion and Morphology
Cell adhesion and morphological assessment of spreading of the
cells on NF and NFE were evaluated after 24 h from seeding.
Morphological analysis was performed on images acquired using
SEM. In brief, the samples were ﬁxed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde,
postﬁxed in osmium tetroxide, dehydrated through an increasing
scale of alcohol, inﬁltrated with hexamethyldisilane, and dried.
Finally, the samples were mounted on stubs and coated with a
thin layer of gold. The ﬁelds to analyze were acquired at a total

Cell Cultures of Primary Gingival
Fibroblasts (HGF)
During molar extraction appointment, following local anesthesia,
using articaine with epinephrine 1:100,000 (Pierrel Pharma
S.P.A., Zurich), a surgical incision was performed to expose
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magniﬁcation until 1,000x by means of a Jeol Neoscope Electron
Microscope (JCM-6000; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Cell morphology
was analyzed, with particular attention to observe the presence of
cytoplasmic extensions, functional orientation, and cell
arrangement on the surface (Canciani et al., 2016).

denaturing conditions at 80 V according to Laemmli, and
transferred at 90 V for 90 min to a nitrocellulose membrane in
0.025 M Tris, 192 mM glycine, and 20% methanol, pH 8.3.
Membranes were incubated with YAP (1:1,000 dilution,
D8H1X, Rabbit mAb, Cell Signaling) or p-YAP (S109) (1:
1,000 dilution, D3I6D Rabbit mAb, Cell Signaling). After the
incubation with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit antibody (1:20,000 dilution, Cell Signaling),
immunoreactive bands were revealed using the Ampliﬁed
Opti-4CN (Bio-Rad).
Membranes were reprobed by monoclonal antibody to α-tubulin
(1:2,000 dilution, Sigma-Aldrich) to conﬁrm equal loading.

Real-Time PCR
Cells were harvested and the total RNA was isolated (Tri Reagent,
Sigma, Italy). One µg of total RNA was reverse transcribed in a
20 µL ﬁnal volume of reaction mix (Bio-Rad, Segrate, Milan,
Italy). mRNA levels for long type I collagen (COL-I), lysyl
hydroxylase 2 (LH2b), and tissue inhibitor of matrix
metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP-1) were analyzed by real-time RTPCR in samples run in triplicate. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as housekeeping gene to
normalize the differences in the amount of total RNA in each
sample. The primers sequences were the following: GAPDH:
sense CCCTTCATTGACCTCAACTACATG, antisense TGG
GATTTCCATTGATGACAAGC; LH2b: sense CCGGAAACA
TTCCAAATGCTCAG, antisense GCCAGAGGTCATTGTTAT
AATGGG; TIMP-1: sense GGCTTCTGGCATCCTGTTGTTG,
antisense AAGGTGGTCTGGTTGACTTCTGG; PAX sense
CAGCAGACACGCATCTCG, antisense GAGCTGCTCCCT
GTCTTCC; VNC sense GGAGGTGATTAACCAGCCAAT,
antisense AATGATGTCATTGCCCTTGC. Each sample was
analyzed in triplicate in a Bioer LineGene 9600 thermal cycler
(Bioer, Hangzhou, China). The cycle threshold (Ct) was
determined and gene expression levels relative to that of
GAPDH were calculated using the ΔCT method.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive analysis was performed and mean and standard
deviation (SD) of the values obtained from the two
experimental technical triplicates were computed for both NF
and NFE samples in all performed tests. A nonparametric
statistical analysis by Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to
compare the results of the mechanical characterization of NF
and NFE, and a p value < 0.05 was considered signiﬁcant
(GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego).
Comparisons between NF and NFE mean values were
performed at each time point of the viability test by means of
paired t-test with a level of signiﬁcance of p < 0.05 (GraphPad
Software Inc., San Diego, CA 92108, United States). Differences
associated with p values lower than 5% were to be considered
statistically signiﬁcant.

Slot Blot

RESULTS

Slot blot analysis was performed in serum-free cell culture
supernatants. Cell culture media protein content was
determined by a standardized colorimetric assay (DC Protein
Assay, Bio- Rad, Italy); 100 µg of total protein per sample in a
ﬁnal volume of 200 µL of Tris buffer saline (TBS) was spotted
onto a nitrocellulose membrane in a Bio-Dot SF apparatus (BioRad, Italy). Membranes were blocked for 1 h with 5% skimmed
milk in TBST (TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20), pH 8, and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature in a monoclonal antibody
to COL-I (1:1,000 in TBST) (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy) and
MMP-1 (1 μg/ml in TBST, Millipore, Milan, Italy). After washing,
membranes were incubated in HRP-conjugated rabbit antimouse serum (1:6,000 in TBST to detect COL-I; 1:20,000 in
TBST to detect MMP-1) (Sigma, Italy) for 1 h. Immunoreactive
bands were revealed by the Opti-4CN substrate or Ampliﬁed
Opti-4CN substrate (Bio-Rad, Italy) and scanned
densitometrically (UVBand, Eppendorf, Italy).

Nanoﬁbers Characterization
In Figure 1 are reported the ATR-FTIR spectra of the specimens
(NFE and NF) and of the corresponding enriching agents (HA
and vitamin E). As expected, the spectra of the unloaded
nanoﬁbers samples (NF) show only signals which can be
attributed to the PCL used as starting materials (Primpke
et al., 2018). The enriched specimens (NFE) possess ATRFTIR spectra which are composed mainly of the signals of
PCL; however, the presence of a breaded peak at about
3,400 cm−1, typical of O–H stretching vibrations, the
broadening of the signal at 1,176 cm−1, and the growth of the
peak at 1,103 cm−1 suggest the proper loading of HA and vitamin
E in the samples NFE. (Figure 1A). HA presence inﬂuences the
spectrum from 500 to 700 cm−1 by increasing the values in NFE
compared with NF as illustrated in ﬁgure B (Figure 1B).
Furthermore, considering vitamin E, a peak around 3,008 cm-1
was observed, thus conﬁrming its incorporation in NFE sample
(Figure 1C). NF showed a higher but not statistically signiﬁcant
stress at break than NFE (1.47 ± 0.34 MPa vs 1.06 ± 0.25 MPa, p >
0.05). In contrast, deformation at break was signiﬁcantly higher in
NF than in NFE (31.52 ± 5.08% vs. 14.11 ± 4.64%, p < 0.01).
Strain resulted statistically signiﬁcant between NF and NFE for p
value < 0.01.
Biodegradability observation showed that after 28 days the
nanoﬁbers had maintained their structure.

Western Blot
Whole cell lysates were prepared in a lysis buffer (Tris-HCl
50 mM pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 5 mM
EDTA, and 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate), proteases inhibitors,
and 1 mM sodium orthovanadate. Lysates were incubated in ice
for 30 min and centrifuged at 14,000×g for 10 min at 4°C. Cell
lysates (30 µg of total proteins) were run on 10%
SDS–polyacrylamide gel, separated under reducing and
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FIGURE 1 | Panel shows (A) ATR-FTIR spectra of samples NFE, NF, and of vitamin E and hyaluronic acid. (B) Spectra highlights hyaluronic acid peak (blue circles)
and (C) the peak relative to vitamin E (black asterisks).

FIGURE 2 | Micrographs at SEM of the three-dimensional structure of NF (A) and NFE (B), showing the width of the pores among ﬁbers and ﬁbers organization.
SEM observation revealed that NFE appeared more swollen than NF. Nanoﬁber’s diameter distributions are reported for NF (C) and NFE (D) samples.

distance calculated was 86.98 ± 25.60 μm (Figure 2A), while in
NFE, it was 31.66 ± 7.97 μm (Figure 2B).

NF and NFE morphology was assessed by SEM (Figures
2A,B) showing the typical organization of nanoﬁbers in a
mesh characterized by ﬁbers of different dimension size and
interconnection. Fiber’s diameters presented a Gaussian-like
distribution with a prevalent percentage of ﬁbers in the range
between 0.2 and 0.4 μm for both groups (Figures 2C,D). In
NFE, the encapsulation of HA and vitamin E determined a
shift of the distribution toward larger diameters
(Figure 2D).
Due to difﬁculty in measuring the space of an irregular mesh
on a bidimensional SEM image, the distance between the farthest
nanoﬁbers was calculated in the largest pores. In NF, the largest

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

Fibroblasts Morphology and Adhesion on
NF and NFE
After seeding, HGF grew in adhesion on nanoﬁbers. HGF
morphological features were evaluated by SEM (Figure 3).
One day after seeding, ﬁbroblasts were housed on the surface
of NF (Figure 3A) and NFE (Figure 3B).
HGF showed cytoplasmic protrusions extending on
nanoﬁbers used as rails (Figure 3A) and becoming in contact.
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FIGURE 3 | Representative micrographs at SEM showing HGF cultured on NF (A) and NFE (B) highlighting the three-dimensional structure of nanoﬁbers and cells
that seem to be interconnected.

FIGURE 4 | Bar graphs showing cell viability and proliferation of HGF expressed as a % relative to CT (considered as the 100%). At all the considered time points
and experimental conditions, cell viability was higher than 80%, suggesting that nanoﬁbers do not elicit any evident cytotoxicity.

(−66%) (Figure 5A). COL-I protein levels secreted by HGF in
cell culture supernatants were assessed by slot blot. COL-I protein
levels revealed that the secretion of COL-I was reduced in cells
cultured on NF (−39% vs CT) and on NFE (−75%)
(Figures 5B,C).
Newly synthetized collagen undergoes maturation by
covalent cross-linking after hydroxylation of amino acids
such as lysine. Collagen maturation was assessed by
analyzing the mRNA levels for LH2b by real-time PCR.
LH2b mRNA levels showed a different pattern of expression
in all experimental conditions. In fact, LH2b resulted
downregulated and upregulated, respectively, in HGF
cultured on NF and NFE, compared to CT (Figure 5D). The
LH2b mRNA/COL-I mRNA and LH2b mRNA/COL-I protein
ratio shows a strong increase in cells grown on NFE (Figure 5E),
pointing to an increased collagen cross-linking in this
experimental condition.
Interstitial collagen degradation was assessed by slot blot
analysis of MMP-1 levels in cell culture supernatants. Our
data show that MMP-1 levels were similar in supernatants of

Moreover, they were arranged rolling up or reclining on
nanoﬁbers, in particular on NF samples. On the other hand,
when cells grew on NFE, they extended across the pores creating
bridges to build a network to cover the nanoﬁbers mesh surface
(Figure 3B).

Viability of HGF on NF and NFE
AlamarBlue® test evaluation at early time points revealed that the
metabolism of HGF was not affected by NF and NFE. A trend of
viability reduction was observed at 24 and 48 h after seeding in all
experimental groups, considering 100% the viability reference of
the CT. At 72 h from seeding, HGF cultured both on NF and NFE
showed values over control threshold (Figure 4).

Expression of Genes and Proteins Related
to Collagen Turnover
Type I collagen (COL-I) mRNA levels were increased in cells
grown on nanoﬁbers (+45% vs CT), while a strong
downregulation was evident in ﬁbroblasts cultured on NFE

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Bar graphs showing COL-I mRNA levels in HGF cultured on NF and NFE. (B) Representative slot blot and bar graphs showing COL-I protein levels
(C) secreted in cell culture supernatant of HGF cultured on NF and NFE assayed by slot blot after densitometric scanning of immunoreactive bands in the considered
experimental conditions. Data are expressed as mean ± SD of two independent experiments. (D) mRNA levels for long lysyl hydroxylase 2 (LH2b) in CT and cells grown
on NF and NFE. Data were normalized on GAPDH gene expression and are expressed as mean ± SD for at least two independent experiments. (E) Bar graphs
showing the LH2b mRNA/COL-I mRNA and LH2b mRNA/COL-I protein ratio in the different experimental conditions.

FIGURE 6 | (A) Representative slot blot for MMP-1 levels assayed by slot blot in serum-free cell supernatants of HGF cultured in the considered experimental
settings. (B) Bar graphs showing MMP-1 protein levels after densitometric analysis of immunoreactive bands. Data are expressed as mean ± SD for at least two
independent experiments. (C) Bar graphs showing TIMP-1 gene expression after normalization on GAPDH mRNA levels. Data are expressed as mean ± SD for at least
two independent experiments.

HGF on NF and CT but were downregulated when cells are
grown on NFE (Figures 6A,B). Gene expression analysis for
TIMP-1 mRNA revealed that its expression was decreased in cells
grown on NF but was unchanged in cells cultured on NFE
(Figure 6C).

Yes-associated protein (YAP) is a mechanosensor that can be
inactivated by phosphorylation, leading to cytoplasmic
translocation. YAP and p-YAP were analyzed by Western blot.
YAP and p-YAP resulted similarly expressed in cell lysates obtained
from CT and HGF on NF. By contrast, a strong downregulation
was evident in ﬁbroblasts grown on NFE (Figures 7C–G).

Expression of PAX, VNC, and YAP as
Mechanosensors

DISCUSSION

To better understand whether NF exert any mechanical effect on
collagen turnover pathways, we analyzed the expression of
mechanosensors such as PAX, VCN, and YAP. PAX and VCN
are components of the adhesion plaque and also act as
mechanosensors. Their mRNA levels were tended to be
upregulated in HGF on NF, while they were decreased in cells
grown on NFE (Figures 7A,B).

To date, dental practitioners still have to face a challenging issue
to restore a proper morphology of the oral soft tissue due to
periodontal disease.
The development of new technologies and devices may help in
the regeneration of the oral soft tissues, thus allowing to obtain a
physiologically stable masticatory apparatus and to reach an

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 7 | Bar graphs showing PAX (A) and VNC (B) mRNA levels in HGF after normalization on GAPDH gene expression. Data are means for at least two
independent experiments. (C) Representative Western blot for YAP and inactive phosphorylated p-YAP (D). Bar graphs showing YAP and p-YAP assayed by Western
blot in whole cell lysates after densitometric analysis of immunoreactive bands. Data are mean ± SD for at least two independent experiments.

optimal aesthetic. An emerging and increasingly widespread
innovation in dentistry is the use of nanotechnologies for oral
tissue regeneration (Ahadian et al., 2020; Bonilla-Represa et al.,
2020; Mohandesnezhad et al., 2020).
In the current preliminary study, the authors were interested
in evaluating the biological activity of primary HGF ﬁbroblasts
obtained from one patient on polyblend nanoﬁbers exhibiting
two key characteristics: they have a texture similar to the native
ECM (Seo-Jin et al., 2016) and they can be loaded with
compounds that stimulate resident cells (Bhattarai et al., 2018).
Several studies proposed the use of nanoﬁbers to regenerate
(Gunn et al., 2010; Chanda et al., 2018) or deliver substances and
compounds (Amler et al., 2014; Ahadian et al., 2020) in different
tissues (Wang et al., 2017; Beznoska et al., 2019); however, only
few preliminary published articles are available in oral ﬁelds
(Bonilla-Represa et al., 2020; Mohandesnezhad et al., 2020).
Due to their biological properties, in this study, we charged
nanoﬁbers with HA and vitamin E in order to characterize their
impact on HGF metabolism and the possible effect on ECM
deposition turnover.
The concentration of HA and vitamin E used in this study
allowed to obtain nanoﬁbers with a stable ﬁbrillar structure
organized in an irregular mesh, similar to the architecture of
the extracellular matrix. The addition of these molecules
determined the increase of the ﬁber’s diameter with a
consequent reduction of the pore dimensions, and a trend of
reduction about mechanical properties was observed. In
particular, NFE presented a signiﬁcant reduction of the strain
value compared to NF.
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Due to these characteristics, polyblend nanoﬁbers are supposed
to be able to guide cells during their adhesion and proliferation, to
bind water and therefore increase the volume in situ, and to act as a
reserve of substances able to inﬂuence the quality of the ECM in
accordance with the literature (Gunn et al., 2010).
All these features could be exploited to improve aesthetics and
function in clinical procedures such as ridge augmentation
(Dellavia et al., 2014).
In order to understand whether polyblend PCL nanoﬁbers are a
suitable device for HGF, this in vitro preliminary study analyzed
HGF phenotype. For this purpose, in line with future clinical
application, proliferation, adhesion, and collagen turnover
pathways were evaluated. In fact, collagen is the main
component of the gingival dense irregular connective tissue. Our
results show that HGF were able to proliferate and adhere when
cultured on both NF and NFE. However, SEM analysis revealed a
different behavior of HGF between the two experimental groups. In
fact, NF seemed to favor cell motility toward ﬁbers, while cells grown
on NFE seemed to be in closer contact and to form interconnecting
bridges. These preliminary results suggested that NF and NFE likely
affect cell adhesion and migration at a different extent and further
experiments will be performed to analyze this effect.
We focused on collagen turnover pathways since COL-I is the
main component of gingival connective tissue ECM. Its content is
ﬁnely regulated by a balanced turnover controlled by HGF at the
level of collagen synthesis, maturation, and degradation. Collagen
turnover, therefore, is pivotal in inﬂuencing gingival connective
tissue homeostasis. Our results show a nonsynchronous
regulation of COL-I at the gene and protein expression in
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ﬁbroblasts cultured on NF, likely due to translational or
posttranslational regulation mechanisms. By contrast, both
COL-I mRNA and protein levels were decreased in cells
grown on NFE compared to CT and NF. This ﬁnding suggests
a reduced COL-I secretion induced by NFE. However, to predict
the ability of ﬁbroblasts to increase COL-I deposition in the
gingival connective tissue, collagen maturation played by LH2b
should also be considered. In fact, posttranslational
hydroxylation of collagen by LH is a key mechanism of
collagen maturation and ECM stability and, therefore, strongly
inﬂuences collagen content. We analyzed LH2b gene expression
since this is the major form expressed in all tissues. Moreover,
LH2b is generally over-expressed in ﬁbrotic processes and is
responsible for the over-hydroxylation of the COL telopeptides,
forming COL pyridinoline cross-links and, thus, contributing to
unwanted COL accumulation. The LH2b mRNA/COL-I mRNA
ratio indicates the gene expression of LH2b relative to COL-I and,
therefore, is considered as an indicator of the susceptibility of
collagen to undergo hydroxylation (Silver et al., 2000; Walker
et al., 2005). Our results show that LH2b is downregulated by NF,
while a very evident increase is induced in cells cultured on NFE.
This ﬁnding suggests that NFE seem able to stimulate COL-I
maturation by cross-linking to improve its stability and,
therefore, favoring its deposition.
Collagen content is determined by the ﬁnely regulated
dynamic balance between its synthesis and degradation by
MMPs. Interstitial collagen breakdown is played by MMP-1,
that cleaves the native triple helix of interstitial collagens into
characteristic 3/4- and 1/4-collagen degradation fragments, also
known as gelatins (Sakai et al., 1967), that can be further degraded
to complete digestion by less speciﬁc proteinases such as MMP-2
(Sakai et al., 1967; Woessner et al., 1991).
MMP-1 is regulated at the posttranslational level by TIMP-1, the
main inhibitor of MMP-1, that binds MMP-1 in a 1:1
stoichiometric ratio and inhibits its activation and activity
(Murphy et al., 1994; Brew et al., 2001). Our results show that
MMP-1 is similarly expressed in cell culture supernatants from CT
and cells cultured on NF but it was strongly downregulated by NFE.
This ﬁnding leads to the hypothesis that NFE are likely able to
decrease COL-I degradation, and moreover, due to a higher crosslinking, they could favor COL-I accumulation in gingival connective
tissue. This hypothesis is strengthened by the analysis of TIMP-1
mRNA levels that are highly expressed in HGF cultured on NF,
therefore suggesting a further inhibition of COL-I degradation by
NFE. These preliminary results suggest that HA in NFE could exert
a role in inﬂuencing collagen degradation and are consistent with
previously reported data showing that in HA cultures of ﬁbroblasts
a different collagen turnover pattern was observed when compared
to collagen or collagen–ﬁbrin cultures, mainly associated to a
decrease in collagen synthesis (Chopin-Doroteo et al., 2018).
Mechanotransduction is the ability of cells to translate
mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals that can inﬂuence
gene expression, cell morphology, and cell fate.
Mechanotransduction allows cells to respond to external forces
and timely adapt their activity in ECM by remodeling (Jansen et al.,
2015). To better understand whether nanoﬁbers could exert any
mechanical effect on HGF collagen turnover pathways, we
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analyzed the expression of mechanosensors such as PAX, VCN,
and YAP in HGF cultured on NF and NFE. In particular, YAP acts
as a mechanosensor whose activity is primarily regulated by the
substrate on which cells adhere by phosphorylation, leading to
protein inactivation and cytoplasmic translocation (Dupont et al.,
2005; Totaro et al., 2018). Our preliminary data suggest a different
effect induced by NF and NFE on collagen turnover pathways in
HGF. Since ECM remodeling and homeostasis in connective
tissues are inﬂuenced also by mechanical stimuli and ﬁbroblasts
are mechanoresponsive cells, we were interested in understanding
if HGF cultured on NF or NFE are differently inﬂuenced in sensing
mechanical signals and convert them into biological responses
(Burridge et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2012). For this purpose, we
analyzed the expression of key mechanosensors. mRNA levels for
PAX and VNC resulted in expressed at a lower extent in cells
cultured on NFE, suggesting that HA could be able to reduce the
mechanoresponsive response of HGF. This hypothesis is consistent
with YAP and p-YAP pattern. In fact, they resulted similarly
expressed in CT and in cells cultured on NF, while a strong
downregulation was induced by NFE. These preliminary
ﬁndings seem to suggest that NF nanoﬁbers do not affect the
response to mechanical response of HGF, while the presence of HA
used to charge the NFE nanoﬁbers downregulated PAX and VNC
mRNA levels as well as YAP and p-YAP expression. To explain this
effect, we can hypothesize that HA interaction with its CD44
receptor could likely modulate ﬁbroblast adhesion to the substrate,
thus inﬂuencing ﬁbroblast behavior (Price et al., 2005).
Considered as a whole, these preliminary data show that NF
and NFE elicit a different effect on HGF. NF seem to favor COL-I
degradation by reducing TIMP-1 mRNA levels and, therefore,
MMP-1 inhibition. Moreover, LH2b mRNA levels are also
downregulated, pointing to a less cross-linked collagen. Since a
not evident mechanical response is triggered by NF on ﬁbroblasts,
we can hypothesize that these effects induced by NF on HGF are
not primarily based on a mechanical response. Conversely, NFE
seem to exert an opposite effect compared to NF. In fact, they
favor collagen cross-linking and inhibit collagen degradation,
thus favoring its deposition. This effect seems to be related to a
reduced mechanical stimulation exerted by HA on HGF.
However, the current preliminary results were obtained in
only one sample, thus needing further experiments to conﬁrm
our hypothesis and to understand if the effect of HA used to
charge the NFE involves other alternative mechanisms different
from the mechanotransduction.

CONCLUSION
Considered as a whole, these preliminary in vitro ﬁndings suggest
that PCL-enriched nanoﬁbers (NFE) could represent a device to
enhance HGF proliferation and biosynthetic phenotype, likely
favoring collagen deposition in the gingival connective tissue.
However, further experiments are needed to conﬁrm these results
and the mechanism responsible of NFE biological activity on a
higher number of samples, in order to understand if NFE could
represent the basis to build a new biomaterial for oral soft tissue
regeneration.
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